Three dimensional reconstruction of human pachytene spermatocyte nuclei of a 17;21 reciprocal translocation carrier: study of XY-autosome relationships.
A study of XY-autosome relationships at the pachytene stage in an infertile 17-21 reciprocal translocation carrier was undertaken by means of three dimensional reconstruction. Synaptonemal complexes and the sex vesicle were analysed on electron microscopic serial sections and the reconstruction was performed on transparent sheets and on a Samba 2000 (Alcatel TITN) image analysis system. All asynapsed segments were entirely included in the sex vesicle, the chromatin fibre of the autosomes and sex chromosomes being tightly intermingled. In one nucleus, the four arms of the quadrivalent were paired, except around the breakpoints where an interstitial asynapsis was observed. In the other nuclei, a terminal asynapsis involving one or two arms of the quadrivalent was found. In the sex vesicle, autosomal asynapsed segments showed the same morphological characteristics as those of X and Y chromosomes. This observation agrees with the hypothesis of the extension of gene inactivation from sex chromosomes to autosomes.